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238 AD silver denarius of the short ruling Balbinus 

Obv: his laureate and robed bust Rev: Providentia 
standing NGC MS Fine style ex JKKern .... $1977

 
305-306 AD silver argentus (high quality 

resurrection of the denarius) of Constantius I 
as Caesar, junior ruler in the Western Roman 
empire during the Tetrarchy. He was the father 
of Constantine the Great. Obv: laureate bust of 
Constantius I Rev: The four rulers sacrificing in 
front of camp gate NGC MS few tiny deposits over 
blazing hard metal surfaces ........................ $1277

 
360-363 AD bronze follis of Julian II, the Apostate, 

who reverted to the pagan religion of ancient 
Rome, Obv: his bearded, helmeted, diademed, 
robed and armoured bust, holding shield and spear 
Rev: his vows in wreath, Alexandria mint NGC Fine, 
sand patina .................................................. $177 

 
363-364 AD bronze follis of the ill fated Jovian, 

becoming emperor by chance on the invasion 
of Persia, which became a complete disaster 
for the Romans with the death of Julian II, 
and the lost territory in Mesopotamia. He did 
reinstate Christianity as the state religion. Obv: 
his diademed, curaissed and robed bust Rev: 
commemoration of his vows in wreath , Siscia mint 
in the Balkans NGC Abt Unc ...................... $247

400-900 AD early medieval glass from the Levant, 
biggest $317, taller fluted (has some cracks) $127, 
smaller fluted, tan from dirt deposits $177, small 
plain $57 Small spiny .................................. $247 

 
1035-1060 AD silver penny from the Viking 

occupation of Ireland, Dublin mint, based on 
designs of English pennies. Obv: head Rev: double 
cross PCGS AU 58 ch old hoard toning .... $1277

 
1352-1412 gold florin of Robert, Duke of Bar, 

France. Obv: Florentine Lily Rev: St John the 
Baptist NGC AU 55 ..................................... $1377 

1553M silver teston of Henry II of France Obv: his bust 
Rev: coat of arms NGC VF 20 even orig tone $317

 
1601-1613 gold 2 escudo cob doubloon of Philip 

III of Spain, Seville mint Ex: Caballero collection 
NGC VF 35 nicely toned surfaces .............. $2277

1643-44 silver Ormonde crown of the Great 
Rebellion, emergency issue of the Irish Catholics 
in support of Charles I of England. Very pleasing 
evenly toned NGC Abt Unc 50 ................... $4700

1655 silver One and One Half taler from Brunswick 
Luneberg Germany Obv: duke Augustus on horse 
Rev: coat of arms VF original old mount, traces of 
gilding remaining Rare like this, since most people 
attempt repairs ............................................ $1877

1790s original huge bronze medal authorized by 
Congress in 1787, and then struck at the Paris 
France mint Obv: superb bust of John Paul Jones 
by Agustin Dupre Rev: scence from Jones naval 
victory over the English during the Revolutionary 
War NGC MS 64 ......................................... $11,400

47%
1861 25 cent note from the State Bank of South 

Carolina Obv: Fighting Gamecock Rev: would be 
blank, but printed on part of recycled unissued $1.75 
note of Louisville Cincinnati Railroad EF+ ...  $177

47%
Another 25 cent Fighting Gamecock, but this one 

printed on recycled $500 Bond portion EF  $167

36%
1862 October 8th the day of the nearby Battle 

of Perryville, KY Five Cent note for toll on the 
Richmond and Lexington Turnpike. Excessively 
rare, this was redeemable at the Richmond branch 
of the Northern Bank of Kentucky, which redeemed 
its obsolete currency for decades after the Civil War. 
There was a saying in Lexington: “As good as the 
Northern” in the 1890s. VG stains and tears $537

  
7%

1862 Oct 10th State of Louisiana “Lazy 5” This issue 
has one of the best allegorical scenes on Civil War 
notes. Columbia (goddess of the USA) is down on 
the ground, with a broken sword, next to the bald 
eagle of the USA. The Confederacy, dressed in 
armour breastplate and helmet, has its foot on the 
eagle’s neck, and is about to impale Columbia with 
its sword. To the left is the state bird of Louisiana, 
the pelican, with a nest of fledglings. To the right 
is an ancient style river god with rudder, and jug 
pouring water, no doubt the personification of the 
Mississippi. Issued at Baton Rouge. Uncut sheet of 
4 notes, crisp Unc, folded between each note $577

26%
186_ unissued remainder $10 note from the Citizen’s 

Bank of Louisiana at New Orleans, English on front, 
French on Reverse. The DIX, French for ten, is the 
best origin for the popular term DIXIE nickname for the 
South. Uncirculated, choice paper and color .  $725

20%

100%

100%

1792 silver essai of usually bronze 5 sols, Obv: oath 
to constitution scene. Loop soldered neatly to rim, 
worn by revolutionary for decades. Rare ... $477

 
1824 brass campaign medalet, Genl Andrew 

Jackson around his military bust Rev: The Nation’s 
Good in wreath Raw superb Abt Unc ........ $617

1842-1862 coin silver tumbler (in Kentucky these 
are mint “julep” cups) by the Lexington partnership 
of Daniel Winchester (trained in Baltimore) and 
Eli Gardner (originally Virginia, then apprenticed 
under Asa Blanchard) light monogram “L N D” nice 
condition and quite rare for Southern Coin silver. 
Archaic hallmarks of 10oz.15 translates to .892 
pure silver. ................................................... $1777

 
1842-1850 gold dollar struck by August Bechtler of 

Rutherfordton, NC 27 grains 21 carats plain edge, 
One of the more successful private gold coinages, 
these were highly prized in the South. A judge’s 
estate in Lexington, KY in 1844 included about 
$2800 face value in gold coins, of which fully a 
fourth were Bechtler gold! choice original mint 
state, mellow orange toning over semi proof like 
fields NGC MS 62 ....................................... $8977

26%
1856 Commercial Bank of Alabama Selma branch 

$50 note well used VG, strong designs, rev colors 
weak Rare .................................................... $237

1861-1865 brass dog tag, faint tinning remaining, 
holed as always, EF with cuts, nicks, and marks 
for: Corp. A.M. Gillett (of) Duxbury, Co G, 6th 
Regiment (infantry) VT Vol ........................... $377
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